Surrey FA Inclusive Football League
06/03/2019
Carew Academy Upper School 1
Josh
Liam
Daniel
Adam
Shane

Carew Academy Upper School 2
Ishaaq
Lee
Andrei
Chinedu ©
Luke
Kai
Jack

Carew Academy Girls
Sophie
Rosina
Chloe ©
Louise
Tenisha
Jessica
Emily
Kayleigh

Carew Academy Upper School 1
Manager: Mr. Stratton
Assistant Manager: Myley
Results:
3 – 0 (Josh 2, Shane)
2 – 2 (Shane 2)
0-3
2 – 1 (Josh, Liam)
3 – 2 (Josh, Shane 2)
Up against it today with regular captain Luke, goalkeeper Myley, and defender Rio all out injured it
mean the team was very thin going in to the days fixtures with only 5 players available. Adam
stepped up and did an incredible job – winning tackles throughout and also linking playing to give
Josh and Shane further opportunities further up the pitch. Daniel made multiple vital tackles in order
to minimise the threat of the opposition. Whilst, Liam played both in goal and out pitch admirably.

Adam and Shane also both went in goal for a game which epitomised the overall team effort. Finally,
Josh and Shane were both on absolute fire and combined to score a huge 9 goals between them in
only 5 games. We are very close to the top of the league and looking both strong and hungry for that
title!
Carew Academy Upper School 2
Manager: Mr. Byrne
Captain: Chinedu
On a cold and windy day the Boys B team were faced with the task of protecting their position at the
top of the table. With an unfamiliar team, and few new opposition teams to play, it took some time
for the players to get going. The team lost their opening game 1-0, losing to a well worked goal from
the opposition. The boys drew the next three games after taking the lead in two of them. The goals
of the day were scored by team captain Chinedu, and goal machine Andrei.
Carew Academy Girls
Managers: Mrs Grainger and Mrs Lowe.
Captain: Chloe
Results:
2–1
2–0
2–0
0–3
The girls’ team consisted of Kayleigh, Sophie, Rosina, Chloe, Louise, Tenisha, Jessica, and Emily.
Everyone was excited to play together and the team started off very well beating Philip Southcote 21. Next was Blossom Hill, we rotated the girls, Sophie was in goal and made some fantastic saves, at
full time the girls had won 2-0. Our third game was against Bensham Manor with Sophie in goal and
Kayleigh as a defender we stopped all attempts on goal and finished winning 2-0. Our final game was
always going to be the hardest match as the girls had previously played Cornfield, despite some
great attempts at scoring from Louise, Jessica and Chloe we lost the match 3-0, however Sophie did
manage to stop 2 other attempts on goal.
Goal scorers were Chloe and Louise. We decided to nominate a players player and Chloe received
the most votes. My Coaches player goes to Kayleigh for some fantastic defending, challenging the
opposition and for given it 100%.

17/01/2019
Carew Academy Middle School 1
Kain
Brandon ©
Jack
George
Mitchell
Thomas
Blu

Carew Academy Middle School 2
Liam
Freddie ©
Niyaz
Kieran
Jevani
Batikan
Jack
Bailey

Carew Academy Middle School 1
Managers: Mr. Stratton and Miss Purchase
Captain: Brandon
Results:
2 – 1 vs Wandle Valley (Kain 2)
0 – 3 vs Nightingale
1 – 1 vs Blossom House (Mitchell)
0 – 3 vs Wandle Valley
3 – 2 vs Nightingale (Kain, Brandon, George)
3 – 2 vs Blossom House (Brandon, George, Kain)
Well what a difference a term can make! The boys were nervous before starting today’s fixtures and
had asked to move down a league because of the high level of competition. However, we stuck to
our guns and stayed in the highest possible league against the best teams around. With the addition
of newly joined Kain we started on the front foot – smashing 2 early goals past Wandle Valley (a
team we had never beaten in 3 attempts). We were then up against Nightingale (the best team in
the competition) and despite having a few efforts on goal went down 3-0. We then faced Blossom
House and showed we were more than a match for the Premier League. Some poor concentration in
the 4th game cost us against Wandle, but we then found a strength of character that I have seen
from this group to come from behind twice against Nightingale as Brandon scored a last minute
winner. Blu was fantastic in defence, JP made numerous amounts of saves, Brandon was captain
fantastic and led the team amazingly, George chipped in with two goals, whilst Mitchell linked play
admirably. Finally, Kain proved to be the cherry on the top by being the difference in many vital
games on the day. Very proud of you lads!
Carew Academy Middle School 2
Managers: Mr. Engelbracht and Miss Bevans
Carew B football team played a tournament at GOALS, the boys started the tournament very well,
winning the first game comfortably.

The second game was very intense and the boys fought back from 2 goals behind to secure a draw,
the game ended 2-2. Unfortunately, the boys lost their third game 1-0, but showed great
sportsmanship and heart. The fourth game was a tough battle the boys scored first, but
unfortunately they went down 2-1 with a late goal at the end. The final game was a great game to
watch, they played as a team and really enjoyed themselves, winning 3-1.
The boys showed great teamwork and sportsmanship throughout the day. A pleasure to watch and
see their improvement.

